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Guiding questions

● Based on your curriculum analysis, what is the major strength of your teacher Education curriculum with respect to ESD?

● What are two areas that can be improved, or better oriented toward ESD?

● What steps can be taken to reorient these areas toward ESD?
Based on your curriculum analysis, what is the major strength of your teacher Education curriculum with respect to ESD?

• Since 1997 lots EE/ESD training projects have been developed.
  1. New curriculum reform in China.
  2. Environmental Educator’s initiative for China.
  3. EE/ESD in formal Education-China
1. New curriculum reform in China.

One of the key features of the reform is that one third of classes can be defined by local educational authorities and excluded from the range of entrance examination. Such practice has given spaces to curriculum to EE/ESD.
2. Environmental Educator's initiative for China.
3. EE/ESD in formal Education—China

Ever year selects 30 persons from different parts and background to receive EE/ESD training with three weeks in Sweden and two weeks in our Center.

Supported by Swedish International Development Cooperation agency (Sida)
What are two areas that can be improved, or better oriented toward ESD?

1. GDP is not the only indicator to assess a country or a region’s development — Green GDP is introduced.
2. Teaching approaches should be changed.
What steps can be taken to reorient these areas toward ESD?

1. People understand their footprints on the earth.
2. Pay attention to developing countries and regions.
I'd like to end poverty, stop violence and racism, and get rid of pollution. Everyone should be equal.

I want to dress in the nicest clothes, drive a great car, talk on the latest mobile phone, and watch my brand new DVD.
Thank you